







from the Associated 
Press  
Top presidential
 adviser Henry A. Kissinger 
yesterday announced 
-peace  is at hand" in the 
long





In a one -hour 
Washington  D.C. briefing 
following days of rumors 




that  both sides 
have agreed 
on
 most major provisions
 at a set-
tlement calling for,
 among other terms, a 
cease-
fire "in place" in 
South Vietnam and 





"We believe that peace
 is at hand." Kissinger
 
said.
 "We believe that an 
agreement is in sight 
which ia just 
to all parties." 
Although Pres.
 Nixon's master 
political aide 
said "one more 
negotiating session 
lasting  no 
more than three or 
tour days" would be 
neces-
sary to 










was the first 
official 
U.S. 






 the day. 






outlining  nine 






didn't  come until mid 
morning yesterday when he 
broke U.S. silence 







Kissinger.  North 
Vietnam  has set 
an 
Oct. 31 deadline
 for coming to 
terms and 
signing the proposed agreement. 
One issue still to be 
resolved.
 Kissinger said. is 
whether
 the United 
States
 will sign the 
agreement
 on behalf of South 
Vietnam.  
He said South Vietnam President
 Nguyen Van 
Thieu had 
been  referring to -a 
previous  plan. not 
this version"
 when he bitterly 
opposed
 the idea 
of a coalition 
government  that 
would
 include 




reaction  to the an-
nouncement by 
Hanoi.  the 
government's
 official 






 and the United
 States does 
not  
concern us in any way." 
"We in South Vietnam.- the 
broadcast
 said, 
"have the right of salt -determination." 
Even  if the Oct. 31 
deadline passed 












 can't believe 
that
 when this 
progress  has 
been
 made an arbitrary 
deadline












 of the final 
negotiating
 session. He 
did not 
state  where the 
concluding  session 
would be 
staged,
 but Paris has 








 nine points proposed
 by Hanoi,  
noting that the 
cease-fire  would begin 
"at a time 
mutually agreed upon." 
U.S. forces would 
be
 pulled out within 
60 days 
of the 





infiltration from North 
Vietnam either 
across the 
demilitarized  zone or 
from  Laos or 
Cambodia. 
Separate
 cease -tires also
 would be 
negotiated  
in Laos and 
Cambodia,  the Hanoi 
statement said. 
All prisoners,  
military  and r' 
'Hien  from both 
sides, are to 
be returned parallel
 to the 
withdrawal of American
 forces and will becom-
pleted within BO days of the agreement's 
signing.  
In addition, the agreement calls for the halting
 
of all bombing
 and mining operations. 
With respect to 
the political structure of South 
Vietnam, the tentative agreement 
would  set up 
mixed political commissions, 
composed of 
elements from the Viet 
























By Rose Calhoun 
Second of Two Parts 
With such a large 
population ol Spanish-
speaking persons in California, one wonders 
why it's taken so long 
for an effective bilingual 
program to be instituted in the schools. 
In recent years. 
Mexican
-American students 
and community representatives 
have  contended 
Spanish is an 
equal language to English in 
California.  
Citing the
 Guadalupe Hidalgo -Treaty. 
Chicanos argue Spanish 
is a native language to 
Californianot a 
foreign  language and should 
receive equal 
status
 in California schools. 
According to Dr. 
Burton  Brazil, San lose State 
University executive
 vice-president, much of 
the burden tor bilingual education 
rests with 
elementary 
education  levels. However, elemen-
tary schools have been 




Palomares, president of the Institute 
for Personal Effectiveness in 
Children,  based in 
San 
Diego,  stated he believes
 bilingual 
education has been
 hindered in its development 




 could have been because we needed people 
to do work tor us -menial labor -and we wanted to 
keep them feeling bad about
 the Spanish they 
spoke or the mixture of the language they 
spoke," Palomares
 said. 
"We cast in the past, a 
negative  light on 
Spanish, on the learning in two languages
 in 
school.
 So we convinced the Mexican -American 
people and ourselves 
that learning in terms of 
bilingual and bicultural education was really a 




 pointed out that bilingual eduation 
is common in the 
rest  of the world. 
"In this country we've sold ourselves a false 
bill of goods. 
So many of us believe that it we 
institute a bilingual 
system  in the schools that 





Dr. Clay S. Andres, 
chairman  ol SISD's 
Elementary Education Department,  
expressed  






Dr. Andres stated the 
development of such 
programs "has been a long tortuous
 affair." 
During visits 
to various schools in the area, he 
found teachers who 
were
 unqualified to teach 
Spanish





 education is 
failing is there are 
no teachers qualitied to 
teach  
it." he said. 
Palomares, on 
the other hand, was 
optimistic  
about
 the present trend in 
bilingual  education. 
He said. "it's 
beginning  to pick up 
steam."  and 
that
 all the major cities 
have some form at 
bilingual 
education  in the schools. 
Do 
graduate programs in 
college  hinder the 
development of 





 overt signs and actions 
which  
are negative and contrary 
to the development of 
such programs that would 
encourage  this type ol 
youngster or adult 
ISpanish-speaking),  to get 
into the program and stay 
in it and go out and 
contribute to this action." 
As 
an
 answer to what can be done
 to insure the 
continuance 
of
 bilingual education 
in the 
schools, Palomares
 contended people should be 
made to realize that 




 concern that 
most people see 






Instead of the current 
practice  ol hiring 
someone to come
 in and develop 
curriculum  
relevant  to the Mexican
-American  experience in 
a period of 
a year or two, Palomares
 asks more 
time be given for 
program development. 
After
 all, he stated, "it took 
hundreds  and hun-
dreds of years for us 
to









 or failings in 
terms of our notions 
of sociology
 related just to the 
economic  status 
of 
people. We studied that
 for year," he said. 
"Now 
we're coming in 
with  culture and 
ethnicity of the 




 thing to consider in the
 development of a 
human being
 and people expect
 it all to be done 
overnight,
 perfectly." 
"So, they are 
super  critical of any 
new 
program or any 
people
 who are hired to 
do that 
type of thing." 
"We 
expect
 them to come in and 
just solve all 
the 
problems  and all the issues and it 
they
 don't 
then we say they're not doing
 their job, without 
us fully 
appreciating the tremendous
 amount of 
work and 
support that something like 
that 





 in a study conducted 
by 
Theodore Anderson and Mildred

























 trying to 






















long  as the 
1973-74  academic
























 for one and
 a half years,
 but 
his  first steps 













opinions  of the school 
deans,  
Dr.  Benedict will 
start  In discuss the 
alternatives  
with the 






 said. "I will con-
sult with the 
administration,  while 
students  will 
be able to 




decision  will be reached 
in six 
weeks 
by the executive 
committee.  Dr. Benedict 
said.
 "I would not 





 a decision, the
 committee must
 









instruction  172 
days) or run 
the  risk of 
accreditation.  In 




 as the transferrence
 of com-
munity college students
 will be considered. 
"We 
must make it 
possible  for midyear 
students from 
junior colleges to 
make  the 
shift," 
said Dr. Benedict 
"otherwise if we 
begin the 
spring semester too early













 used by 






concern  ol 
Dr.
 
Benedict  is 
if
 the mini










Dr.  Paul M. 
Bradley.  
assistant
















"We  have 
been
 talking 
about  changing 
our 
summer session
 for a long 
time-  said Dr. 
Bradley,  "now 




 the sessions to 
several
 three week ses-




 Bradley said 
there  is no ruling 
against  the 
summer






Bradley  extension courses 
could
 be made 
available to students
 as well as instructors
 
during the mini semester. 
Although Dr. Benedict
 said most of the 300 
institutions under the program are private ones, 
several colleges in the California University 
system want to follow the proposal. 
II Dr. Benedict's recommendat ion is passed by 
Academic Council a revised academic calendar 
for next year will be sent






Austin, Texas, which was 
published in lanuary. 1970. 
The 
report  states "Language is the most im-
portant exteriorization
 of manifestation of the 
self, of the human personality." 
"If the school
 rejects the mother tongue of an 
entire group of children," the study 
continues, 
II 
can be expected to affect seriously and adversely 
those children's concept 
of
 their parents, their 
homes, and of themselves. -
The findings of this study indicate that 
bilingual education 
is
 a plus -factor for most 
students. 
Preliminary research indicates 
"provided one 
of the languages is the mother 
tongue, children 
who learn through Iwo languages tend
 to learn 
as well or better than those who learn through 
only one." 
As a rationale for bilingual schooling,  the 
study contends 
"The most obvious anomaly of 
our educational policy regarding 
foreign 
language learning is the fact that we spend 
perhaps a billion dollars a year to teach 
languages
 in the schools. the 
Foreign  Service 
Institute, The Department of Defense, and 
others."  
"Yet, virtually no part
 of the effort goes to 
maintain and to develop the competence of 
American children who speak the language 
natively." 
While university officials contend the res-
ponsibility for bilingual education rests with the 
elementary education 
personnel,  elementary of-
ficials have been unavailable and un-
cooperative. 
Numerous attempts to contact Dr. Oreon
 
Keesler,
 high school coordinator for Santa Clore 
County. and Mrs. Tony Menet I. 
County  Bilingual 
Education Department, have proven fruitless. 
As to positive 
aspects  of what's being done to 
insure bilingual education in the 
areas'  schools, 
San Jose's Model Cities Program is developing 
a 
program to leach 
bilingual instructors to teach 
bilingual education. 
51511  has instituted a humanities 
graduate  
program dealing with bilingual high school 
students in an effort 
to
 prepare them for college. 
And, the federal government
 is preparing a 
television program similar 
to
 Sesame Street 
with a bilingual slant. The television 
program  is 
being developed by 
the Bilingual Children's 
Television Project 
based  in Oakland. Screening 
of the program is scheduled for 












and neutralists. t 0 work out 
a new political 
order. 




 for ordering nationwide elections 
and the formation of a new 




 government, however. 
would probably retain 
most of its political 
weight. During the cease-fire,
 in fact, Pres. 
Thieu's
 government would be in charge
 of most 
of the 
country,  including the mainly populated 
areas. The Viet Cong. 
backed  by 145.000 North 
Vietnamese troops. would
 control scattered 
areas 
of the country. 
While 
information  of the newly confirmed 
peace proposal spread
 throughout the country. 
the San Diego Evening Tribune said
 American 
prisoners of North Vietnam would be 
flown to 




 to travel. 
Listing an "unidentified
 Pentagon official" as 
its
 source, the newspaper said the armed 
services have agreed 
to get POWs to hospitals 
"as 
soon  as 
possible."
 
Rear Adm,  Herbert 
Stoecklein,  commander of 
the San 
Diego Naval Hospital. said 84 of 
the 
prisoners would be sent 
to
 San Diego where 
special











U.S. Navy proposal to 
delay the return of treed




 to work with them 
to 
help ease the "cult/mil 
shock" alter con-
finements







to U.S. and 
Indochina 
By Mark Levine 
The nation waits anxiously as diplomats scut-
tle in and out of world capitals.
 The sweet odor 
of peace is in the air. 
Yesterday's announcement by presidential 
adviser Henry Kissinger that 
the United States 
and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (North 
Vietnam) are on the threshold of peace has cap-
tured the thoughts of many Americans. 
The Indochina conflict has been the longest 
war in United States history. Its background 
goes beck
 to 1954 when the Geneva Convention 
of French Indochina convened to  examine the 
question of Southeast Asia. At that time it was 
decided that the area known as Vietnam be 
divided at the 17th parallel for an interim period. 
North Vietnam was headed by a man who
 cap-
tured the revolutionary imagination of many of 
the world's citizens. HoChi Minh, some say. was 
the George Washington of Vietnam. On the other 
hand, the first leader of South 
Vietnam,  Ngo 
Dinh Diem's regime was riddled with corruption 
and discrimination against Buddhists. 
Commentary 
It was during the Diem 
reign that the United 
Slates sent the 
first American advisers
 to South 
Vietnam. The year 
was 1961. 
The Kennedy
 years in America
 ended with ap-
proximately 30,000 




advisers,  in South 
Vietnam, 
The 1964 








over the Vietnam 
issue. Goldwater 
proposed 
the bombing of 
the port city of 
Haiphong and 
the  capital of Hanoi. 
Johnson. run-
ning as a peace 















what  time it 
is'?  Does 
anybody
 really 
















 at 2 a.m. 
Sunday. 
Daylight  Savings 




advancing  the 
clock by one 
hour  during 
the 
summer, 
usually,  from 2 




April until 2 






 how to set









 or Johnson. 
In the same
 year, the United States 
and North 
Vietnam became 
involved  in a naval 
battle
 in the 
Gulf of Tonkin off 




 went to Congress
 and received what 
became
 the pretext for the sending
 of additional 
troops to 
South  Vietnam. 
The Johnson years 
after the Gulf of 
Tonkin  
Resolution are notable for the
 number of troops 
shipped 
to
 South Vietnam. At the
 height of the 
war there were 
over





 history in 1968 is remembered
 for 
the March 31 statement
 by Johnson that he 
would not seek a second term and 
that he had 
stopped the bombing
 of North Vietnam. 
The 




 candidate coincided 
with 
Democratic hopeful Hubert 
Humphrey's  break-
away 
from  lohnson's war policies. But Nixon 
won. He said he 
had  a plan to end the war. 
For  four years the American people have 
waited  to hear the plan. On Oct. 
26,  the world 
listened
 to both North Vietnam and the United 




Peace can only help to 
bolster President 
Nixon's re-election chances. He will be accused 
of waiting until the eve of the 1972 election. That 
however, is 
not  the point. 
Even if George McGovern loses,
 and the polls 
say he will, his candidacy will have served an 
extremely important purpose. The McGovern 
campaign put Vietnam again into the limelight of 
American politics. It 
reminded  America that 
more than 50,000 of its citizens have died in In-
dochina, 20,000 of them in the Nixon years. 
Why Nixon waited 
until  1972 to reveal his 
plan is not only due to the presidential elections. 
He had to be sure America 
could  bargain from a 
position  of strength. The President's trip to the 
Soviet Union and his jaunt to Communist China 
were part of the Nixon plan for the stability of 
the Indochina region. 
The departure of the United 
States from In-
dochina will, however,
 mean a turn -about in the 
Asian power  struggle. 
The People's Republic of 
China's sphere of influence will undoubtedly in-
crease as the small nations of that sector of the 
world scramble for 
security. 
The Sino-Soviet dispute will also 
widen  as the 
Russians 
try  to win Asian nations from China. 
The Vietnam troops will be coming home but 
not accompanied by gala celebrations
 as were 
veterans
 of other wars. These troops will be 
coming to an America that examined its 
conscience from the inside, an America that 
struggled
 domestically with the grim knowledge 
that Asian and American blood was being 
spilled on an Indochina battleground. 






He's just a SJSU student who 

























































































































































lite, liberty, and 







stiffly  in 
school  each day
 to pledge 
allegience  to 
its flag it 
grew
 to love its 
ideals
 and its 
nation. 
As 
the Vietnam War continued we 
grew to hate the country and distrust
 
the leaders. The 
war  showed that the 
dream and the




for this hate, this 
distrust,  and 
these scars 
that the Vietnam 





We are glad 
the  war nears its 
end.  
The 
price we have 




Hopefully,  what we 
have lost in 
fighting  that sad, 










all is in a free press 
No 
government
 ought to be without 
censors. 
and 
where  the 






























 Si I nn n 
Roger  VC oo 
All articles
 designated as 
editorials reflect the majority 
opinion of the editorial board. 
All otheropinions
 expressed are 





















President,  I said the Viet-
nam War 
would  end a 
few  weeks 
before  
election  
day  in 
1972.  








 However, I don't 
think  I was 









 a little 
difficult





























































However,  when he 
played that 
political ace,
 it affected me in a way 
I 
didn't anticipate. 
The Vietnam War has so 
affected 
America, that to think what the coun-
try would have 
been like without the 
war, is staggering. 
To think what this nation might 
MINORITY 
HERITAGE  
 A00017   
have 
been like if the 
war  had ended a 
little
 less than four 






the  news 
about
 
the end of the 







When it finally 











 Tricky Dick. 
But what 
Richard Nixon 
is doing to 
me and to 









1968 was not such
 a great 
year as far as 
years go.  King 
and  
Kennedy




President  with a 
household 
word named 





dream exemplified by 
King 
and Kennedy may 
have dimmed, 
due to their
 absence, I didn't believe
 
you 




 years, while not 
as bad 
as 1968, haven't been
 much to 
write 
home  about. 
But to top this 
past year with a 
politically 











more trickery than this country needs 
at 
this stage of the game. 
I didn't really think that even Nixon, 
the political animal, would have the 
gall to pull off such a stunt. 
However, in so doing,







 angry at 
the 
President 
because  it means
 I still 
regard 
some






To rob me of that last shred of belief 
by cheating on a 
peace that has meant 





 of the joy of 
peace.  
He's
 robbed me of 
the potential 
pleasure
 of seeing a sick and
 bloody 
chapter of 







He robbed me with 
a premeditated 
and
 cautiously planned political
 ploy. 
While,  I still 
believe  you can't
 kill the 
dream, the 
belief  in mankind,







 it to 
tarnish
 to the 








 in Mexico, not France 
"Ancient
 Mexico 
was  the home 
of al 
ball
 game so fierce




 losing team 
was sacrificed

































chronicles  written 
during  the period 
of 





 the idea of the
 game 
back to Europe. 
Today,








 had a great influence 
on the 
formulation of the rules
 for soccer and 
other modern team sports 
as well. 
The Mayas named
 the sport 
"pok-ta-
pok" and it was played
 with a hard 
rubber ball within 
elaborate  paved 
courts.
 The Europeans 
were initially 
amazed
 by the rubber 
ball
 because  
rubber  was unknown
 until the dis-
covery of the 
Americans.  The rubber 
ball bounced 
higher  and more 
vigorously 
than any of the 
leather 
balls filled with hair 
or
 with inflatable 
bladders found 
in Europe. 
The  game was 
important
 to the In-
dian 
of
 Central America and revered 
in 
d religious manner. The 
sport was 
closely linked to the 
temples  of that 
period and 
the Spanish priests 
labored 
to put an end to the 
sport that was 
closely linked 
to
 many of things that 
the Spanish 

















 of four 
more 
years  of an 
ad-
ministration





































































































































 the John 
Birch
 
























































































l'olinger of the Graphic Of fence 
claimed the President 
is not bound by 
the law that states that evidence ob-
tained by wiretap is only 
admissible  if 
court approval is 


































 calls for 
up to 60 
days of 
imprisonment,  
prior  to trial, 
of 
any 




















violates  the 
Fifth,  Sixth, 
and Eights 
Amendments







underlying  our 





































































 in any 
district 







tivity."  These 






investigate  and 
in-
dict,







 based on legally
 admissible 
evidence but 





 freedom of the 
press, has also been attached. The 
Nixon 
Court has struck down im-
munity for newspaper reporters, re-
quiring they disclose their sources for 
articles before grand juries. This 
means that a columnist like Jack 
Anderson,  who has long been a source 
of embarrassment to the ad-
ministration for his publication of 
con-
troversial
 "leaks," could be required to 
disclose his sources before a 
government -appointed
 grand jury or 





This flouting of 
justice
 and rape of 
the 
people's  constitutional
 rights has 
characterized 
four years of justice 
under Nixon, and will 
increase if he is 
re-elected. 
We
 must arm ourselves 
now with the 
knowledge of what has 
happened  and how 
we















































 At 3:30 
p.m. there'll 
be two films,
 "Salt of 





 will start 
at 1:30 p.m. 







Howard  Moore, Angela 
Davis' 






 decades the courts lay 
silent and in ruins. 
After making contact 
with  the New 
World, Europeans de-emphasized the 
importance of individual skill in favor 
of the collective team work of the 
native American ball players. Modern 
competitive team sports such as, 
soccer, football and basketball may 
never have 
developed  without the idea 
of team sports 
gained  from native 
Americans. 
The native Americans
 were able to 
keep the ball in the air for hours at a 
time using only elbows, hips and 
knees. 
At
 no time was the ball 
permitted to 
touch the ground. 
Spanish witnesses 
write that it was 
not unusual for two or more
 players to 
fall 
dead
 from exhaustion in the 
course  
of a 
single  game. 
Besides the 
importance
 of the game 
in terms 
of




 role in the redis-





























 to predict 
the 
future 
depending  on the 
outcome  of the 
game.
 Tlachtli was 
invariably  as-
sociated with human
 sacrifice, such as 
the 
case
 of the captain 
of the losing 
team who
 was promptly 





provided  a 
means  of 
social 

















 central states 
in the form of a 
rubber  ball. The







base  of various 
groups.  They 
were 











Thursday as I write this 
letter 
but  the words I am writing 
are 
from the notes I took yesterday
 which 
was a day I will never
 forget. I went to 
the 
Student
 Council meeting for 
the 
very first time. 
I walked into
 the room at ap-
proximately 3:25 p.m. for the meeting 
which was to begin at 3:30 
p.m.  I sat 
down towards the front 
next  to a girl 
who looked as 
calm as I felt. We talked 
quietly 
to
 each other as the 
excited  
council members 
hurried in to start the 
meeting 
with  the many 
complicated  







 because we elected 
these 
diligent, 
industrious,  concerned 
human beings






at 4:30 when 




"I have just come
 from a weeks 
vacation 
and I am dead tired." 
There  
were  cheers and 




this  13th member 
out of the 
present 
19 created a 
quorum,  making 
the meeting 
possible.  
At 4:42 p.m. the 
minutes
 were ap-
proved to the 
elation  of everyone
 in the 
room because





 order of 
consideration  was 
a student 
from  the 
Humanities  
Department
 requesting a loan












books  for high 
















girl her $50 
after she was 
questioned 
as to which 




 the books, 
and  who exactly 
would be the 
receivers  of the $50. In 
their concern for this 
project it was 
further stipulated
 that the money must 






 media center on 
campus was 
the  subject of discussion. 
Council informed the people involved 




wanted with their 
approval  as 
long as the people concerned 
find  a 
place for it on campus, which
 they, the 
council approve 
and accept. No 
decision or vote was taken on 
this sub-
ject until "the 
official
 place" is found. 
Then the
 next topic was an Asian -
American 
contemporary  music 
program.
 This is being organized by 
the Asian
-American
 Cultural steering 
committee. The
 money needed was 
tabled by the allocations committee 
until their meeting on 
Thursday Nov. 
2, w hich is the day before Friday, the 
day of the Nov. 3, program. Only 
one-half hour was spent discussing 
and deciding the correct rules of 
procedure 
before 
council  decided that 
the allocations board was given too 
much power to do whatever they 
wanted with the needs and finances of 
the students and campus clubs. 
After this the whole meeting was
 
concerned with each individual 
allocation
 request. Unfortunately, I 






it was now 6:30 
p.m. and there was far more work the 
council apparently intended to do in 
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 investigation asked 
SACRAMENTOAn
 investigation was 
called
 tar yesterday 
by state 
employee  leaders 
at






 by some state officials 
opposing  Prop. 
15,  the salary 
initiative
 on the Nov. 7 
ballot.  
Welter W. Taylor,
 general manager at the 
Calilorma State Em-
ployees Association.
 said at a news conterence
 Attorney General 
Evelle 
I.
 Younger is 





conflicts  of interest of two 
State Personnel Board 
officials and one State 














 of tram six 
to twelve per 
cent  in commuter
 fares 
for San Francisco 
Peninsula  service. 
The 
railroad
 said it is 
asking the 
state  Public 
Utilities  Corn -
mission  to 
approve
 a $2.50  
increase in 
monthly  ride 
tickets,  a 75 
cent
 increase in 
weekly  tickets 
and a 15 cent 













 up six per 
cent










from $40  to 









 deck ullicers resumed their 
picketing
 
rut West Coast ships yesterday 
as their negotiators and 
shipping company representatives 
converged
 on Washington to 
open contract talks with federal mediators. 
The union ringed Pacific Maritime Association ships in 
five
 
West Coast ports, Baltimore and Honolulu with pickets after its 
contract talks with the PMA broke down at midnight Tuesday. 




permit hearing on the 
Sail million New 
Moloney
 Dam opened yesterday 
over objections from the 
Contra 
Costa County 
Water  Agency, which said 
the state shouldn't con-
duct 
hearings  until the federal 
government  says it will abide by a 
state ruling. 
The dam would
 be located on the 
Stanislaus  River about 
35 
miles northeast of 
Modesto  and would provide
 power, 
recreational use and 




U.S. Bureau of Reclamation






hearing  in 
trial 
FAIRFIELDA closed 
hearing  began yesterday to determine 
whether certain state witnessess are being intimidated aginst 
testifying in the luan Corona mass murder trial. 
'Salmon watchers  
firebombed
 
MODESTOFive persons on 
"salmon poacher watch- on the 
Tuolumne
 River escaped injury when their tent was the target of 
a  firebombing early yesterday, 
officials reported. 
King salmon are
 currently making their annual spawning run 
up the Tuloumne River which is closed to fishing until December
 
31. The group is trying to prevent
 poachers from taking the 
salmon where 
water is low. 
It was the group's 
second night on the
 watch 
when
 the tire -
bombing occurred. 
Cease-fire  
boosts stock market 
NEW
 YORKAnticipation
 ot a cease-fire 
in Indochina 
boosted the stock
 market again 
yesterday.  This time it 
was based 
on
 word trom 
presidential  advisor 
Henry  A. Kissinger 
that  
"peace 
is at hand." 
The 
market  advanced on a 
broad  front, although 
the Dow lanes 
industrial 
averages  closed with
 only a small gain 
after an initial 
spurt.  
"There's  still 
confusion
 and uncertainty




and the market 
















Cecelia Cruz flies high as 
SBU's baton twirler 
'Brass





By Al Francis 
The sound ol trumpets 
playing a high-pitched 
tune 
that was usually heard when 
the 
ancient Romans were 
being invaded by an 
army 
breaks the quiet afternoon on 
campus. 
The bass and snare 
drums  
begin their throbbing beat in 
time with  the trumpets. Then 
the rest ot the brass 
instruments of the San
 lose 
State University Marching 
Band join the magniticant. 
powerful music
 that fills the 
air. 
Strutting in a swift, high 
stepping rhythmic manner, 
the formations
 are suddenly 
halted
 by the screeching sound 
of the director's bull horn. The 
director is perched atop a 
ladder critically watching and 
listening to the band as it prac-
tices on the ROTC field ad-
jacent to the Music Building. 
"Where is your horn?" the 
guy on top of the ladder in-
quires demandingly to one
 of 
t he 185 band
 members," who is 
marching
 in formation 
without 
his  instrument, The 
horns are silenced until the 
musician gets his instrument. 
The purpose of the band is to 
perform at home games. It 
takes 35 
pages  of step-by-step 
formation movement instruc-
tions and 1,400 man-hours of 
practice to put together a six 
minute halftime show, pointed 
out the student administrator 
Business exec, Kapnick 





executive of Arthur Anderson 
and Co.. giving 
the keynote ad-
dress at the Distinguished
 
Businessman's

















 field ot ac-
counting today. 






Business,"  to 
group of HbOt11 
100 students 
and faculty members 
after  a 
brief reception in the business 
building that morning. 
"We must continually 
explore the 
seemingly im-
possible and establish 
challenging goals for the 
future." he said. 
He went
 on to discuss the in-
creasing need 
for  public in -
format 
ion
 within the 
::international




throughout  the world did 
;:much for 
business
 in general 
::55 
well  as for 
improvement
 of 
Hocial and economic relations 





:cussion  and 





 the world today.
 and 
'hopefully
 on a basis excluding 
'the necessity
 tor the use 
of
 




discussed  in 
detail
 
the need for business










 a realistic 
basis 
for the public 
to evaluate the 
progress of a 
particular 
business in helping
 to solve 











 on to talk of 
the 







"Economics are as 
true for 
the United
 States as they 
are  
for Brazil; as 
good for France 
as they are 
for  England." 
If these
 standards













student leaching, Spring 1973, 
will be available Oct. 30 
through Nov. 3. 
All students eligible for 
student teaching may pick up 
the application outside 














































 to report 
worldwide on 
a basis 
understood by all; one that 
will reflect the true business 
results of the









 practice is 
similar to the 
practice  of a 
football team with 
various 
segments dicing their part to 
perform in a game or the 
halftime
 show. 
This is the first
 year that the 
Spartan band is an entirely 
student -run organization.  
leske, a graduate student, 
oversees
 the entire marching 
band. coordinating the various
 
groups. 
The music and formations 
for a halftime 
performance
 are 
written on paper by 
Scott 
Pierson. 
student  director, 
leske, and the 
rest of the 




 on the 
field,
 each member memorizes 
where he is 
supposed  to be on 
exactly what musical note 
ins 
35 -page 
booklet produced by 
the staff. The 
booklet, in a 
sense,




 contends that SISU's 
band is, "The best marching 
band on the West Coast." He 
added, "It is evident that we 
ISISU) 









instrument  band is unique on 
the West 
Coast, said leske, and 
SIStl's unit is the only
 one. 
he brass band 
has  more 
volume,  projection 
and 
powerful sounds for 
the 
stadium 
performance  than 
bands  with reed instruments." 
explained leske. 
"Actually the 
band is the 
only good 
thing  that comes out 
of 
San lose State University.
 
Our football team 
doesn't 





In addition to the main block 
of musicians,  there are 35 
auxiliary members which in-
clude the flag 
girls,  baton 
twirler and a 
group of girls 
called the Band-Aids. 
The Band-Aids, who resem-
ble the Golddiggers television 
dancing group, are a unique 
part of the band, noted leske. 
The SISU Band-Aids were 
started eight years ago. 
One of the problems facing 
the student band 
organize'






cil doesn't want to sponsor us." 
[mike claimed. "Priorities 
change every year and they 
lcouncil) aren't coming back to 
us every year." 
"We 




pointed out leske. 
It would take 10 years to 
become financially supported, 
he 
estimated.  
Michigan and Ohio State 
Universities have budgets of 





































































 checking out 
the HODGE 








 and beer  to take to the game! Order your 






 head together and 
check out third 
street,
 the






 at 141 So.
 Third. 
CHECK
 OUT THE 














 in order 
to go to 













































would  be 
























an absentee ballot form has to 
be requested from your home County
 
Board of Elections or your County 
or 
Town 
Clerk.  In order to vote for Presi-
dent, your application must be received 
by October 31. The 
deadline  is earlier for 
local 
elections




Tear  out the  
form
 below and
 fill it out. 
2. Have the 






this form to 
your




 Board of 
Elections. 
application and/or the ballot itself, fill 
them out 
immediately.  Have them nota-
rized. 
5. Mail them immediately to 
the office 
that sent them. 
IF YOU 
ARE REGISTERED









 PLACE ON 




you  need 
assistance,
 contact your 
local  
McGovern,













Washington,  D.C. 






















4 When you 
receive















me to be 
absent 
from  my 
resi-
dence
 in   
(county, 





















therefor,  to 
me at my 
school 
address:  
(Print  Name) 
(SignMure)  
(NOTARY PUBLIC 
AND  SEAL) 
weetwoumiemotessommmiessamiewas
 
TO VOTE BY MAIL IN THE






 TEAR OUT TIONS OFFICIAL. 
AND MAIL THE ABOVE FORM TO YOUR 
THE FEDERAL DEADLINE 
HOME COUNTY 














 il explaining 





























































































and  stem, the earth 
is 
formed from 
a mass of 
whirling  gasses and 
the  devil 
from "Night
 on Bald Moun-












 not truly 




film in 1939 but later on 
and 
especially now in today's 
multi -media 
world  "Fantasia" 
can be appreciated on the 
basis of it's 
beauty and 
originality. 
The film is made up of in-
troductions and music 




Leopold Stokowski set to eight 
themes of music and 
animation.
 
The abrupt cuts from the 
various segments to the 
orchestra are the only 
amaturish aspects of the film. 
Familiarity with 
the music 
tends to enhance the ap-











Steve  Medalled 
Peter






world by the release of 
"Winds  
of 
Change,"  his first solo 
album. 
Astounded,
 because the 
record is just so fine,  and the 
lack of him being a "name" 
hurts him. 
Frampton's departure from 
Humble Pie last year was one 
of the saddest events in 
rock. 
Frampton's
 lead guitar and 
song 
writing
 framed the early 
course 
of the band, toning 
down the 
heavy rock n' roll of 
Steve 
Marriott,  the band's 
rhythmn 
guitarist  and ex -
Small Face,  with the mellow, 




 the album should 
be Frampton and 
friends,  for 
among the friends 
who help 
out are Andy
 Bown, who 
worked 
with Frampton in his 
first exposure band
-The  Herd. 
Ringo Starr 
(whose  band name 






sings  its 
sweetest
 on "All I Want To 











































tained at the 















































































































































































































 design is by Warner 





"Lady Lieright". Here, he gives 
a taste of some of the mellow 
stuff 
he
 is known for. 
He lets his rock n' roll shine 
on "lompin' jack Flash" 
and 




 "H. Flash." the only 
song on the album he did not 
write, ought to make 
Messrs.  
lagger and Richard 
consider 
doing
 his version instead of 
their own. 
"It's A Plain Shame"
 is the 
closest 
Frampton comes to 





"Alright." Ringo, Voorman 
and Preston, contribute to the 
liveliness of the 
cut, and 
especially Billy Preston. who 
pounds one of the 
best
 
keyboards around, makes this 
cut an album highlight. 
All in all, this album has to 
be heard to be believed.
 Des-
cription really does not do this 
album justice. Even if the 
name of Pete Frampton doesn't 
rings bell, the music will
 make 
you feel you've known about 
Frampton all your life. 
Steve
 














Nash and Young, will bring 
his 
band Manassas to perform 
at Maples Pavillion on 
the 
Stanford
 University campus 
Wednesday (Nov. III at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are available at all 
Ticketron 
outlets for 83.50, 
$4.50, 85.50. 
The latest album





























































































































































































part-time $2.50 hr. 


















perfect blendings of sound 
and sight. 
For a 
generation  weaned on 
the cartooning 
of







 a delightful 
new world. Nearly any 
one 
frame 
from the thousands in 
the film 
could  be takn as a 
undeniable work of art. 
"Fantasia"
 is a complete sen-
sual experience which leaves
 
its viewers in the fantasy 
world of the 
film
 even after it 
is over. In its two hours, it en-
compasses the breadth of 
human 
feelings  and emotions 
from humor and beauty to 
mystery 
and evil. 
With the emotions spent and 
the imagination arounsed by 
"Fantasia," it is almost 
expected that,  
with
 the con-
clusion of the film 
the  movie 
projector would sprout arms 
and legs and dance 




















 of his  
friends. A few
 years later, he 
was drafted,
 joined the 
Marines and eventually found 
himself in Vietnam 
photographing  combat 
situations.
 
"Photos of the War," now 
being 








destruction of lives 
and  land in 
the seemingly endless war. 
Wearing a 
red plaid cowboy 
shirt and 
patched Wearing a 
red 
plaid cowboy shirt and 
patched levis MacKenzie has a 
young, innocent face 
that 
belies









Veterans  Against the 
War, he 
explained  he 
went  to 
Vietnam 




photographer  he 
wouldn't 
be
 killing anyone. 
The visual
 impact of seeing 
blown -off heads
 and gaping 
wounds 


















 all the 
























































inability to interest 
the 
reader 
with  a story. 
For some 
reason,
 the reader 
is expected to be in the
 same 
knowledgeable
 positon as the 
author in 
order  to appreciate 




with  such diverse 
authors ranging from a clas-
sical music





it is frustrating and im-
possible. 
The
 most noticeable missing 
ingredient in 
the  stories is 
humor. What is substituted is 
a mastered technique 
separated







On a more illustrative note, 
one story 





 Taylor will 
headline 






 at 6 and 9 p.m. 
Taylor  has released 
three 
albums, 







successful.  A 
single
 from the 
album. "Fire
 and Rain" became
 
one of the top 
singles of 1970.
 
Tickets  for the show are $4. 
$5, 





cluding all Emporium, 
Sears,  
and 






Theatre is located 
at the corner 
of Grove and Allston







by Mark Heilman 
The 
editors  of "Ow. 
'Playboy's  
cosmopolitan  
cousin) must have gotten the 
message
 jumbled when they 
made up 
November's
 issue. Of 
course, the girds are stripped, 







Hugh Hefner, who ob-
viously thinks
 sex is an un-
tapped market,  better glance 
at ths, his second publication, 
before he finds 
the supply 
greater  than 
demand.  
 "Our tea 'ere across the 
dangerous sexist
-liberated -
intellectual tight rope and 
finds the 
further
 it walks, the 
shakier the rope becomes. 
For "Openers,"
 as they are 
called. a number 
of oddities 
are  discussed in the casual 
manner of 
rambling  dialogue. 
The styles of 
writing  are all 
imitation: 
shades of "Rolling 
Stone" and "Time" 





story about car owners boas-
ting "Life" and 
"Death"  license 
plates is 














The  feature 
articles
 deal with 
such 
uninspired
 topics as a 
pinball addict 
pushing his 
habit, a female reporter as-
signed to find 




Genet  admiring 
the Black Panthers, and the 
heroin 
headquarters  for  the 
WestMarseilles. 
One characteristic common 
to the 
contributing
 writers is 
Jazz 
dancers  
jazz dances to the sounds of 
George Gershwin and 
Jethro 
Tull will be presented tonight 
by the Rec Russel Dance Com-





demonstration and concert 
will be 
held  in the Dance 
Studio in the 
Women's
 Gym, 
PER 262, from 6 to 7 p.m. Ad-
mission  is free. 
The troupe 
will  perform 
"Rites of Passage"





 arranged music by 
Ted White and 
Bobby Troup; 
and "La Selva de Notche." 
music by 









An additional performance, 
"Street Suite." has been 
choreographed by Cecelia 
Bowman. 
Following the concert a 
master 
class  will be held from 
7:15 to 8:95 p.m. The purpose 
of this
 class is to technically 
develop the fundamentals in 
the Russel style of jazz. 
There 
will  be a $2 charge for 
participants in the master 
class with a $1 charge for 
observers.
 
Russel formed his group of 
jazz artists after he obtained 
wide experience in 
Broadway 
and television dancing. The 
troupe has made numerous 
stage 
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 ZIP   
S1/1 
clever and articulately 
delivered 
by
 Gerard de 
Villiers. In "Spare Parts," the 
French author thrashed the 
notion of 
powerful people 
buying their way through life 




conversation  with 
playwright  jean Genet was a 
boring 
waste of space. 
largely  
because the interviewer was 
unable to probe below the 
surface of an angry mind.
 
Genet went on record just to 
pay homage to anything 
revolutionary.  
Had the interviewer jabbed 
a few nerves, he could have 
Genet 
foaming
 at the mouth. 
Instead,  more was left unsaid 
than said. 
But what 
about  the pic-
tures? Who can't take 
good 
pictures? 











 shots aren't 
worth  discussing. Anyone
 
with a camera
 and a girlfriend 












































centers  of 
the 
armed  forces 
for visiting 
reporters
 in Vietnam. He 
men-
tioned free
 booze, food and 
girls as attempts
 to divert the 









of Vietnam by 
MacKenzie 
when  he returned home. 
He got his series of shots of 
the 
corpsmen desperately 
trying to save a soldier's life 
under 
ground -fire by not 
turning his 
film  in. "If I had 
only shot one 
roll  of film that 
day, I wouldn't have these 
shots," he commented. 
After six years of American 
involvement
 in Vietnam, the 
general public has 
become 
apathetic even though the 
horrors 
of war that MacKenzie 
captured so vividly still go on. 
The show is a 
much  needed jolt 












HEAL"  by 
James  Spencer a Christian
 
Science


















STUDENT RATES I 
on 




















 So. 2nd St. 
286-2610  
Free
 parking at rear



















HE:  I finished the 
cups,  teaspoons, 
knives, forks, salad 
bowl and 





 of Costa 
Do Sol. 
Let's drink up 
... before )ou do 



















Imported from the Sun Coast of Portugal by the















 in the 
C.U. allows one to 
snuggle up just
 like at home. 


















































evaluate  that and 
that is not 
the  issue." 
McGovern had 
earlier  said 
he would welcome a set-
tlement
 "even if it comes
 on 
the eve 
of our own 
election. 
Gov. Ronald Reagan's 
office  
issued 




notified of the 
reports, "Gov. 
Reagan  is very 
pleased
 that peace 
is at hand 
and 
hopes  an agreement
 can 
come as soon



















The  families of 
the
 men who 
are missing 
or held prisoner 
in 
North Vietnam














tured in May 1967, said she 
was "thrilled that there is 
progress of some 
kind
 being 
made," but added, 
"We've  had 
our hopes raised so 
mans
 
times, and I'm afraid I won't 
believe it until I see it." 
Of 20 students
 interviewed 
by Associated Press 
at
 the 
University of California', 
Berkeley campus, "every one 
linked 
the recent 
developments  to President 
Nixon's 
Nov.  7 bid for re-elec-
tion." 

















 the wet 

















Nixon and Henry 
Kissinget  
can't be 
trusted  to 
keep
 good 
faith  after 























 I I.S 
Government 
will keep their 
word 
now.  
"Unlike 1954,- the spokes 
man said, "the defeat












"The U.S. is 
negotiating  
from 
a point of weakness. Ely 
not 
demanding  the 




 the U.S. seems 
to be finally 
recognizing  that 
Vietnam is 
one  country." 
Asked how 
this  will affect 
the anti -war movement, 
the  
spokesman 
rep! ed, "Most of 




 to be part 




which concerns itself with the
 
oppression of people right in 
















 the peace 
movement. 















 It's a pity he 











ALL FOREIGN AND 
DOMESTIC  MODELS 
Also 
NEW FIATS 






375 So. Market St 


















































By Howard M. Schleeter 
Students often find the 





sleeping seems to be a popular 
pasttime around
 this campus. 
There are four basic sleeper -
types  at San lose State 
University.
 
First there's the "morning 
sleeper.- He's the 
guy who 
seems to wake up long enough 
to get to 
campus,
 but lapses 
into a pseudo -insomnia at the 
first chance.
 
You'll see him slumped over 
a textbook with a cigarette 
nearly 
burnt  down to his 
fingertips waiting 
for class to 
begin. A stagnant cup
 of coffee 
is usually nearby. 
Morning sleepers usually 
find early 
lectures  adding to 
their 
drowsiness.  Any 
competent morning sleeper 




awake.  They 
find  it easy 
to 
sleep 




 of the 
morning  
sleeper
 is the 







niore than a heavy day-
dreamer and, like the morning 
sleeper,  is 
good  at "nodding 
off" without being noticed. 
About the only time he 
wakes 
up for sure is on 
weekends and days when he 
has no classes. 
Even then, though, he's 
ready to doze off should he see 
a textbook or the library. 
Perhaps the most 
common
 
sleeper is the "between -class 
dozer." Every student is one 
sooner or later.
 
This ubiquitous sleeper 
litters the College Union the 
lawns, the outdoor benches 
and the corridors. 
He always looks innocent, 
however, and if ever 
awakened by somebody, 
offers the excuse, 
"Geel I was 
really studying hard, I must 
have dozed off for a couple of 
seconds." 
lust like everything else,
 
sleeping has its "heavies." 
These are the people who 
prefer a plot of grass or a seat 
in the cafeteria 
to
 their bed, 
and seem to sleep more soun-
Fonda  cancelled
 





 be appearing at 
San lose State University on 






 are still 
scheduled 
for this area. These 
are set for Tuesday, Oct. 31, at 





dly there than anywhere. 
Last, (and if the trend is any 
indication,  least),  is the 
student who actually  goes to 
bed early enough 
to get most of 
his sleeping done there. 
Of course there's no reason 
to sleep at night when term 
papers, tests, or reports are 
due the next day; or when 
other activities present a more 
interesting alternative. 
But this doesn't bother too 
many students. They just 
sleep during the 
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35 S. 4th 
St,  
7 2 




























 TRIP TO FUNLAND (1957) 
Features Howdy Doody, 
Buffalo  Bob, Clarabelle and all the 
gang, still as young and fresh as we 
once were. WHAT 
TIME IS IT? HOWDY DOODY
 TIME! 










 the famous 1929 Steamboat 






Take an immortal trip down memory lane with Annette, 
Darien, Cubby, 
Jimmy  and all the Mousketeers, with 
original Tootsie 
Roll  commercials. This one really brings 
back the good old days. 
AMOS N' ANDY (1952) 
This is 
an incredibly rare historic classic, perhaps 
your
 
only opportunity to see again a full episode 
from a legen-
dary series. In a riotous turn of 
events,
 Andy and the 
Kingfish throw a 
monkey










In this episode. George and Gracie take a trip to Long 
Island with madly destructive consequences for everyone 
involved. 
YOU ASKED 
FOR IT (19511) 
Stars, of course, the one and only Art Baker, with the 
original  Skippy Peanut 
Butter commercials. See the 
man
 
who blows himself up with dynamite! See the San Fran-
cisco fireman who plays tunes on the alarm bell! And much 
more. All because You Asked For It! This show is the 






See once again the Beatles performing 
together  as they 




 SAN (1947) 
One of Marilyn's historic















 and Bugs feuding 
in









orchestra in "Minnie the 
Moocher" and as 
the girl who when she was 
bad she was 
better in 
"Mask -A -Raid." They all 












AT MONTGOMERY THEATER 
MARKET & SAN CARLOS 
COMPLETE
 
















nothing  so 
agonizing
 as a loss 

























































starting  goal 
keeper.






across the public address system. 
A quick
 scan
 of the 
Spartan
 bench

























a gime the 
Spartans
























 a big game
 for us. I 
wanted to 
give him 
a shot at a 
strong 
team.' 














his  death 
defying 
leaps  in 
front




 can't fault 
Harry  for the 





mistakes  by 
trying to 



















cry  that the 










 the goal. 





should  never 
an-
ticipate a 
close call in a 
dangerous 
situation.  We 
suffered  a 
men-
tal 




definitely  plays 
the
 nets a bit 
different  than 
Ozols. 
Russell  will hang 
back and guard 
the goal at all 
times.  Owls, on 
the other
 hand leaps 
out.





 first Bruin 
goal was 
scored  into an 
empty net. 
"Harry IS a little 
taller than Brian." 
said  Menendez. "I 
noticed  
up 
in Washington that 
the Bruins were trying
 to kick the ball 
into
 
the top of the 
goal. I thought his 
10zols)  height might 
help a lit -
Anther
 crises arose 
before
 the game when 
starting fullback 
Rush.' Menzel
 came to the coach and
 asked him to start 
Gonzalo  






 too. felt Moreno 
deserved  a chance to 
start. 
"Gonzalo  felt he wasn't getting 




 he wasn't. "I intend to 






move the ball that well but he does 
have  a 
powerful kick. Moreno. on the
 other hand, has good ball control 
and
 he reads the game 
well."  
The loss to UCLA had it s 
effect on the players. 
Nick 
Nicolas  was yelping about his 
views
 of the game in the 
training room to 
anyone who would listen. Moreno passed us in 
the hall and we mumbled 
nice  game. "it wasn't good enough- was 
the reply. 
The look on captain Bert Baldaccinfs
 face
 
probably  told the 
story




Baldaccini  groaned. 
I obviously didn't take Bert's advice or else this story wouldn't 
he here. There
 were fleeting moments when I deeply considered 
disposing ot the notebook in the trash can, forget the whole 












 yesterday its 
withdrawal
 
from the U.S. 
Olympic Committee IUSOCI. 








 reit S UrCr. Said 
yesterday that 





ti nuat ion ol 
the Olympic 
games, but 
can  no longer 
membership








The decision to withdraw 
was made by the 
18 -member 
NCAA Council at its tall 
meeting in Knoxville, 
Tenn.. 
Wednesday. The





said he hoped 
the withdrawal 
would  dramatize the need for
 
Congress to establish a 
com-
mission 
to look into the 
operation  of the USOC and 
its  















1111, I rush but
 ball team 
will 
travel IIII  C. 
Davis tor a 
7:311 
pui 
Icintest  and 
all the 
marbles

















































































































































Coach  Yosh 
Uchirla's 
judo team 









































































































Moyneur scores TD pass 
1111111114111111 
Spartan tight end, Chris Moyneur, falls into the end zone to 
score against the University of Pacific last weekend in a losing 
cause, 38-28. Moyneur, who tied a school record of 10 receptions 
in the game, is second in the PCAA with 31 catches. He'll be 







in PCAA home 
finale
 
By Jay Goldberg 
San 
use
 Stale (2-41 and 
Long Beach 
State 13-3) 
University football teams 
have a few 
things in common 
going into Saturday night's 
Pacific 
Coast  Athletic As-
sociation contest at 7:30, in 
Spartan 
Stadium.  
11 will be the Spartans' last 
home and PCAA 
contest of the 
season. 
Both teams have yet [limn a 
PCAA game. SISU, 0-3. and 
LBSU. 0-1. and both have lost 
to league -leading
 University 
of Pacific. The Spartans suc-
cumbing. 38-28. and the 49'ers 
were edged. 14-10. 
However.
 LBSU has a 
tradition established over the 
past two seasons of 
losing  its 
first league contest and 
coming back to win the rest of 
its conference games and the 
PCAA crown. 
"This is a must situation
 for 






rangei.(r  ri 
third 
meeting 
between  the two 
schools
 on the gridiron.
 "We 
desperately
 need a win to stay 
alive 
in the race.-




 running back 
for the second week in a 
row,
 







last season, but 
only has 321 
yards 
this year. He 
has been 
slowed this tall 












 fully from 
his 













 against SISU 
last  
season,






passer in the 
PCAA
 to counter 
Metcall's 






186 attempts or 
1127 yards 
with 10 scoring 
tosses 
However,  enemy defensive 
backs have picked oft 15 or his 
aerials.  
The second
 and sixth rated 
receivers in the conference 
will be targets 
for Kimball's 
tosses,  tight -end Chris 
Moyneur. 31 catches, three for
 
Id's and tailback Dale Knott, 
14 catches tor 178 yards. 
However. LBSU 
boasts  the 
second  best defense 
against  
the  pass in the PCAA, yielding 
only 129 yards
 per game. Plus,
 
the 49'ers have the third 
best 
quarterback in 
the league in 
Randy Drake. Drake 
has com-
pleted 68 passes for
 990 yards 
and lour 
touchdowns.  
LBSU's signal caller will be 
throwing 
to
 the PCAA's best 
receiver. Ken Matthews. who 
has 32 receptions tor 870 yards 
and two scores. 
51511, who
 has no one rated 
in the top ten individual 
rushers, will have a chance to 
utilize its 
ground game, as the 
49'ers have the 
worst  defense 
against the rush. They have 
yielded
 200 yards per game 
while SISIJ has 
the worst rush 
offense, averaging only 
95 
yards -per -game. 
"Although 







that  they 















the  right 
breaks."  
"We
 are bitterly 
tired of 




























 All the 
King's

































































































































Angeles  last 









the  Bulldogs 
are as LA 



















"They  have 
great mobility






 play exceptionally 
good 
defense. 
Their  only weakness
 
is their 
inability  to mount
 a 
strong
 scoring al tack. -
In preparing lor 
the  WO 
contests, Walton 
has worked 
the team into a two
-unit  
platoon system. The 
first unit 
is made up 
of seniors,  and the 
second. juniors. 
The object of the platooning
 
is to help avert 
one  or two 
players
 picking -up live 
fouls 

























Jackson  with 
five fouls in the 
second period 
of the NOAA 
title match with 
I 















TIMES & PRICES: 
Theis at 11.30 P.M $6 50, s5.50, 




 1 30 P M. and 
10:30  P.M.: 
$7.50. $8.50. 




15.50, 54.50, 13.60 end 











al marl or/let 
milt  r her I, pamble 
to CIRO I 
EMMONS'.
 MACY'S 































 Mond %no Lanes Colder. 
940/0
 











































has  been slowed 
by
 the Hu this 
week but Walton
 still expects 
him his quota of action. 
The second 





lohnsim,  Bill 
Warnecke,
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Ine Revd No.! 
GATE
 RAIL EARS 
















  ...M., I.. 
DON'T 
COME
 IN ME 
(121  
Ini  an. of AA 







 not expect the
 
Spartans  play to 
be
 as 
polished HS it has been because 
of the platooning system 
and 
because the team has been 











It appeared that the Santa 
Clara Broncos look a few les-
sons from the UCLA Bruins 
and put them to good use in 
Wednesday evenings soccer 





 visitors tied the 
contest up 
at one, they 
dropped 
everybody  but the 
coach back in 
front  of the goal 
to make 
it






Tony Rosa finally 
drilled a 
shot past the 
Bronco  defenders 
at 19:43 into




 a hard 
earned 2-1 
victory.  





 their clambake with the 
mighty  Bruins last 
weekend.  
At times
 they appeared 
sluggish.

















' "I was 









Menendez  in the 




 took 35 










It is no 












25:15  gone in the 
initial 
















cos tied the game
 up with the 




 a corner kick









Brian Russell. who 
was  
back in the nets again. 
The rest of the 
game 
belonged to the 
Spartans as 
they kept up 
a relentless as-
sault on the 
Bronco  goal until 
Henry 
Carvalho  set Rosa up 
and
 the reserve 
wing  booted 
the ball into the 
right hand 
corner of 







Campeau did a 
yeoman's  job 
keeping the
 score as close
 as it 
was. 
The  Broncos would
 have 
been 
content with a 
tie  and it 
was 
evident  with their
 all out 
defensive thrust. 












































ELECTION NOV. 7th 










lake a special charter, round trip !light to the game.
 All hotel 
and transportation expenses to and from game are included. 





















wear their corduroy 
jeans. 
The strong, clean lines 
of western styling 
are cut in 
Cone Corduroy.
 Tune in a 
pair in black, wine, brandy, 
hunter, camel, navy, tomato 
aubergine or walnut. 
Sizes 5-13, about $11, 























 for a talent 
show to be 
presented
 Nov. 9 at 
a Black 
Soul 
Expo  will be 
conducted  daily 
beginning  today 




Expo,  one of a 
series  of 
programs
 sponsored by 





 will locus 
on Black 
student 






for any type of 
singing, 
dancing,
 or comedy 
act will 
be held daily 
at 5:30 p.m. 
under  the 
direction
 at Brother 
losea.  
Groups chosen
 to perform at 






 group who 
cannot  attend 
the  
regular auditions
 should leave 
a name and 




 Black Studies 
Department. 
The
 Expo, Allen 
explained,  is just 
one program 






Black  Bazaar 
will
 be presented 
Nov. 
6-7
 in the 
C.U.  Ballroom, 
featuring 










interested  in 
setting  up a 
booth.  All 
booth  profits 














 films and a speaker. 
"Battle 
of  Algiers" 
will be 




Vietnam"  will 
be shown 




Murray,  Black 
Studies 
Department  
chairman  at San 
lose 
City College,




 of East 
Palo
 Alto, will be 
the featured 
speaker Nov. 






and  the 
Expo 
will  be a 
Nov. 8 
presentation

















San Jose State University
 instructor Emory Lee will discuss 
"Bureaucrats" Responses to the Needs of 
the Asian -American" 
at a monthly seminar sponsored by the Asian -American Studies 
Department Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in 
the C.C. Pacifica Room. 
Lee, who teaches an Asian -American curriculum 
development
 
course at SISU,  received a fellowship in educational curriculum 
development with the Asian Affairs office of the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare in Washington, D.C. last summer. 
According to student coordinator Steve Wong, the purpose of 
the seminar is to promote interest in the Asian -American Studies 
Department and better communication between Asian -
American students on campus. 
"We have six different groups of Asian students on campus, 
each with their own social and political ideas," Wong said.  "The 
purpose of these monthly seminars will be to 
propose  interest-
ing speakers and activities to draw the groups together. Most of 
the Asian -American students on campus
 know that the program 
exists, but very few of them have been into the (Alice." 





 in San Fran-
cisco, and assistant regional director of Asian -American Affairs 






 will continue with kl speech
 
and two 
-quasi-debates"  today and two 
films Sunday. 
Today's programming
 will begin at 11:30 in the C.U.
 Ballroom 
with a speech by Mrs. Rhoda
 Preier, democratic candidate, 
22nd  
Assembly District. 
At noon, a three-way debate will 
be held between 9th Congres-
sional 
District  candidates 
Congressmen
 Don Edwards (Dem.), 
Herb Smith (Rep.). 
and Edmund Kaiser (AIP). 
Senator Alfred 
Alquist
 )Dem.) and Mark 
Hart
 (Rep.), can-
didates for state senator in 
the 13th District will debate 
at
 2 p.m. 
in Morris Dailey 
Auditorium.  
Two films will be 
shown Sunday in the C.U. 
Ballroom  at 1, 3 
and 7 
p.m.  The films are 
"Mexico,  the Frozen 



















Freedom Party. is 
scheduled to 
give  a speech 
tonight at 8 at San
 lose State 






nominated for the 
president  at 
the national




 with which the 
Peace  and 
Freedom
 Party is 
aligned.  Julius 





 D.C.. was 






 slate, at 
the 
convention held












 and the 
efforts  
to get the U.S. out









editorial  writer 
for the 
Spartan 








 for the 
can-
didate from 
5 to 8 p.m. 
tonight
 
at 600 S. 14th St.
















headquarters,  218 
S. 
First St. or 
call  292-0188. 
Third  
World  


















































































 will be 
a story 
on
 the Joint 
Effort  










Anchorman will be 
Herb  
Pagel. Joining 
him in round 
table discussion 
will be 
reporters Mike Sanders, 
Bill  
Briggs, John Deasy. Larry Rice
 
and






































































































 to the 




































served  as 
guest  
speakers
 in a 











Stevenson noting that the 
loyal opposition 




 "we are very 
pleased  to have two such 
detergents with us today." 
Democrat Edwards and 
Moderate Wijkman both 
belong to political parties out 
of executive power. 
Wijkman described 
Sweden's government,  
dominated by the Social 
Democratic Party, as "totally 
different from the United 
States.
 This is fascinating." 
Although the
 Moderate 
Party is the 




parties, according to 
American standards Wijkman 
is a liberal. He explained that
 
the Socialists command sup-
port of about 
45
 per cent of 
Sweden's population
 while the 
Communist Party enlists 5 per
 
cent. Three other parties, 
Liberal, 
Centrist,  and 
Moderate share the other half
 
























noiniments  to 



































Community Hospital Monday. 
George Breit, 38. her es-
tranged husband and suspect 
in the attack is scheduled tor 
arraignment in 
Santa Clara 
County Superior Court at 1:30 




the earlier charges of 
attempted murder and assault 
with a deadly 
weapon  at an, 





the need tor a second paper on 
this campus and we'll keep on 
working on that." 
The report was brief, des-
pite a lenthy meeting with 
members of 
the Daily staff 
Tuesday in which various 
points of Daily coverage were 
discussed. 
Basseri promised further 
reports
 at the next meeting. 
In approving the committee 
appointments submitted by 
A.S. personnel selection of-
ficer Donna Lai, councilmen 
ratified 27 positions which 
had originally been submitted 
up to two weeks ago. 
They were tabled following 
council's desire to 
meet the 
recommended individuals 
through an "open house" type 
it 
meeting
 earlier this week. 
Council also endorsed 19 
new recommendations sub-
mitted by Miss Lai, who in-
dicated 48 openings still exist 
on 
































RENTALS START AT $10 
CALL 2 8 8-8 
1 8 1 
BAY AREA BUSINESS MACHINE 
11 94 










































































Wilknian s Moderates are 
the second most influential 
and he 
is reputed to be a  
promising
 candidate for Prime 
Minister. 
Edwards began his talk with 
sharp
 criticism of the Nixon 
administration. As chairman 
of the 
House  sub -committee on 
civil rights, the lawmaker said 
the 
President
 believes in a 
"different 
constitution than 
the one we 
know, his own 
constitution." 
He cited specifically the 
Vietnam War, strong ad-
ministration support of no-
knock laws,  non -enforcement
 
of voting rights laws, the 
...atergate break-in incident, 
as examples. 
Don Edwards represents 




 is in the area campaigning 
for re-election 
next month. 
Wijkman spoke for a few 





legislatures and campaign 
styles.
 
"For the first 
time  in 1968." 
he 
explained,  "some Swedish 
politicians adopted some 
American style...some can-
vassing. and occasionally 
parties...barbecue
 parties." He 
reported however that 
Swedish politics is still 
strikingly different. 
Elected decision -makers in 
Sweden are much 
"further 
away" 




practice of sending letters to 
voters. and using door-to-door 
campaign workers to dis-
tribute literature.
 
"The Swedish political 
system forces 
people  to vote 
party, always party. I like the 
idea of putting personalities 
and individuals before the 
voters." 
Wijkman
 also commented 
that in 
Sweden,  party leaders 
constantly argued issues
 
publicly, and criticized 
Richard Nixon's policy of non-























who  was 
killed Oct.











































 last half 
hour 
of
 the class, 











 he would 
do 




campaign  funds, if 
that policy 





 nothing is 
more 
important






 the question. 
"Since
 Swedish 







 I could 








its end, and one
 
student






"Grothe  did 11 
again.
















lacrom from DMVI 









































































































CS9T IF ,LO [MIL, 
ACCOUNTANTS  
SAN JOSE. CALIFO0NIA 
ACCOUNTANTS 
' REPORT 
The Board of Directors 
San Jose State College 
Foundation  





We have examined the 
condensed
 statement of financial 
condition  of 
San Jose State College 
Foundation, California State 
University,
 San Jose as of 
June 30,
 1972. Our examination was 




 and, accordingly, included such 
tests  of the accounting records 
and such other auditing procedures
 as we considered necessary in the
 circumstances. 







Jose State College Foundation, 
California State University, 
San  Jose at 
June
 30, 1972 in 
conformity with generally accepted
 accounting  principles
 applied 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































would  mean 
the  
denial








































































































































Proposition 22. Father Cross
 
stated it was true but added he 
did not see what that had to do 
with the issue.
 
Father Cross said there is 
not a clear definition of a 
permanent worker 
and tem-
porary worker as presented by 
the U.E.W. He stated "adverse 
publicity" has given the im-
pression that 95 per cent of the 
farmworker would not be 
represented in secret ballot 
elections. 
tional decisions.- Such 
decisions are those which may 





Speaking  an opposition. at-
torney Jerome 




drafted before the U.S. 
Supreme Court decision, the 
result 
would  be mandatory 
death -sentence
 for all con-
victed of 




the  proposition 
would merely






















statistics  whether 
capitol punishment




by alluding to a 
national
 study which 
con-
cluded no 
differences in the 
rate ol 
capitol
 crimes between 
abolition states and bordering 
states which





another  A.S. Sponsored 
debate yesterday
 in the C.U. 
ballroom. Father Mike 
Cross  




 from students and 
community 
members




22, the farm labor
 initiative. 














 of the measure 
as presented to the public 
through effective media such 
as billboards. Bricca 
pointed
 
out that billboards 
favoring 
Prop. 
22 read "For 
Farmworker's  rights." He 
contended this is mis-leading 
to the general public. 
Father Cross referred to the 
United Farm Worker Union as 
a "multi -million 
dollar 
business" adding 
that  many 
farmworkers 
"have  to join" the 
union within seven days after 
employment and "not of their 
own free will." 
Josephine 
Flores,  a 
farmworker who participatec: 
in the debate stated, the 
farmworker's 
union  has 
helped 
many farmworkers by 
negotiating higher wages. "we 
don't ask for anything, said 
Mrs. Flores, "that don't belong 
to us." 
Father Cross was ques-
tioned concerning statistics he 
presented regarding expen-
ditures by the U.F.W. for 
medical and other services. 
Father Cross  was chided for 
not presenting "comparative 
statistics." 
Father Cross stated only 14 
per cent of the funds entering 
the union were used for the 
farmworker. He maintained 
farmworkers "have not been 
able to choose" their represen-
tation.
 
Another member of the 
audience asked if it was
 true 










7:30 in the 
dark  abyss ot old 
haunted 
Morris  Dailey 
auditorium, there
 will be a 
Halloween 
Festival  of Wit-
chcraft and Horror!...eerie... 
Psychic  Marc Reymont will
 
host the 
evening  ot strange 
and horror -filled 
rituals.  The 
show is part of Reymont's -Oc-
cultism in 






It was produced in 
New  




clairvoyance  and telepathy. 
There 
is a donation ot $3 
general and $2 tor students.
 
The net
 proceeds will 
go
 to the 
California  Mariltifind 
Initiative.
 
According to Lee Mercer. 
coordinator of Experimental 
College,












It is the initiation
 
it a novice 
witch into a coven, ja 13 
member
 group of witches). 
The ritual will be true to 
modern coven practices, 




The interpretation will be as 
true as possible, down to the 
instruments,  costumes and 
candlesticks. 
"It is a serious adaptation ot 
witch rituals,
 which are 
horror -tilled." said Mercer. 
"It is not Satanism. It is based 
on pre -Christian witchcraft, 
called Wicca,
 the
 way of the 
wise.' It should not be 
con-
fused
 with devil worship." 




Reymont. There will be a 
ritual by which 
the audience 
can 
symbolically solve their 
problems  by using 
a family 
magic bowl, 
according  to 
Mercer. 
-The cast is still 
deciding  
whether or not to 
do the ritual 
in the nude,
 like an original 
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movies  to 
be shown 






















 a Catholic: 
priest. 
The movie 
was  done in 
cooperation 







will  be shown 



































































































































































Mary Rhoades 297-3806 
POPGUN WATERBEDS 1525 W San 
Carlos S.J . 294-1455 (Just West of 



















service. righteous prices BEDS TO 




CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE 
organization meets Thurs 7 30 PM 
in 
memorial chapel All are welcome, 
"LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
 
Join a college -age BALLET 
class at 
Wave School of 





 dancer Beverly 
Eutrazia
























shoes  10% dis-
count to students. university 
personnel  
Try 
us  you II like 
us,  
B LACK male cal, free to good home 
1 yr 
old housebroken,





 Show Student Card 
for  
Pizza
 20% oft 
Dollar  Pitcher Beer. Dan-
cing Fri & Sat 900 PM- 100 AM, VIP 
PIZZA. 




Looking  for 
answers,  Let 
Campus  S 
OS
 
help.  Call 
the 
Spartan 

















OPPOSITION  to progress
 lust op-
position
 to blind 
progress Vote Yes or 
Proposition



















every Saturday at 4 PM 
641 E San 
Salvador Si between 
,310
 & 













 in CU 
































or best offer 374-6603 
'65 VW SUS - 
rebuilt ens (receipts)
 
built-in  bed, 
carpet
 extra finecond $950 
2933180
 
'59 BUG EYE 
SPRITE. Real sharp.
 rollbar. 
hardtop  new tires, magi. koni 
shocks.
 
rebit  eng 5700 374-5843 




peipes. $850 'offer Dave 298-0161 
'66 SUZUKI 








MATCHED PAIR, HIR  HERS 
YAMI  
175 s. under 200 ml, $1.400 including
 
trailer. 246-2956 after 2.00 PM. 
70 
StIZUKI  500 Excellent cond. 
Must  
sell 
$550  or best otter. Call 
252-1143.  
13 FORD GAL. r & 
hair
 con. V 
good eng. 
New tires. 1 owner. Needs $50 
repair 
5225zbest
 offer  295-0933 
FOR SALE 
WATER BEDS
 -Yin Yang -Water 
Bed.Do 
Since 1970, has water 
beds and acces-
sories




 anywhere 2 locations 




 Ave across 
from West Valley 
College, Campbell 378-
1040 
THE PISCEAN 35 S 4th St I', block 
north  of Library)
 287-7030. 
Features a 




 accessories. quality 
ID' 
Spend







helprc,i service  287-7030 
BEDS  IQ 
REST.






 Before you pay 
retail  for 
stereo equip . crack nue 
for
 discount 
prices on Teac, Sansui. Pioneer.
 Dual etc 
We 
guarantee
 San Jose State students 
Inn lowest ptices amiable in 
the entire 




ARE YOU STILL PAYING full price for 
paperbacks? Recycle features largest 
selection of paperbacks science fiction in 
Bay Are,, oprice,
 mostly We pay 20 per 
cent cover. 30 
per  cent trade for your 
better 
paperbacks  used records. 
too 
Recycle 235 So 1st St 286-6275 open 
10-9 
MODERN HOUSE for sale near 
SJSU  






wedding  set. 
Worn 4 
rnos Ex cd 
Come
 see & make 
offer 298-6253 
SHREDDED FOAM 
RUBBER  35$ per lb 
293-2954
 
BLACKLITE  POSTERS St 
50,  PATCHES 
I AWAY
 FLICKS Le 
Mans Starring 
756  & up, INSENSE 25 
STICKS 298.
 
:..teve McQueen 76 10 
PM Friday,  Oct. 










LEATHER GOODSE BINOCULARS 
122,00 & up BLACKLITE.
 COMPLETE. 
18" $11.95, 4 $22.95 STROBE 
LIGHTS
 





PAINTS,  FISH 




EACH BROOKS 80 E San 
'70 HONDA SI. 350. 5.100 actual miles 
Fernando 1 blk from SJSU Phone 202-
$500 
Cali 




'71 YAMAHA 360. 
Good
 transportation 
Excellent condition Call offer 
7 PM 277-
8595 
'69 VW CAMPER 17 000 miies. ex cond 
like new Engine checked All 
repairs  
made  No worries for you $2350 with 
new Semperit radial tires Bank says 
Bluebook value is 82.650 Call evenings 
226-2565 
HONDA 1971 CL 460 2,200 mlles-$700 
Call 266-5994 or 293-8698 
'62 BUICK
 SKYLARK. Vinyl
 top. A(C. 4 
speed 1 owner 
Good
 condition $350 or 
best offer Bill. 287-6302 
, EL 
CAMINO LO -LINER
 CAMPER by 
Protecto Top Fits 
'65-'73.  Used once. 
Ong $330, now 
$220  Silt 287-6302 
II 
MUSTANG,
 3-spd .6 











 Convertible New top, 
good 
tires  $150 






 FORD feicon 
great transpo, 
vinyl  







AUSTIN  AMERICA 
Low miles. 






shocks,  good tires Radio.  Heater, good 
condition $ 1.195 Ceti Jay 258-21KW days 
259-3734 eves 
 DATSUN 
2,000  ROSTR. 
Removable  




Gooding . trans $400
 354-2578 








































must  see 
best 




























































 call WM 
























lens 570. Minolta Autocord x 
case. 
$10,  both with
 
tilts,  lens shade 
See 
Dr Minium. Psych, or call
 259-9385
 
DYNACO  FM -5 TUNER KIT. Unassem-
bled,
 
still  in shipping container Factory 
guarantee $145 Call 336-8827 (In Ben 
Lomond) 
CALIFORNIA RANCH HOME 
Charming 3 EErm on 'A ac in 
County.
 
Frnch doors in dine m lead to breezeway 








 GOODIES for every-
thing from Jewelry to big will hangings. 
heavy 
cotton  string, linen,
 colored & 





 15th St at 
Santa
 
Clara St Phone 288-1588 
17  30 3 SDRM Custom made mobile 
home Skirting & awnings, many extras. 
Excel cone $500 - $1,000 down. 226-
5898  
14-0-1:1LEHEILD FURNITURE n' STUFF. 
Good prices for quick sale 28915+6 
DOUBLE BED, box sp, matt.. frame.
 Very 
good $30 RADIAL 
TIRES.  Michelin X. 
Seto! 4 Lots of rubber $40. Ray 
2484639  
osiseo KING TING YANG waterbed
 






















 wales 022 









colors  plus Gold. 
Royal -Navy,  





 L Sizes 5 to syr 




















II, order send $1 00 
elm  254 
Postai. 10 





















nil 545 or best
 















(_Intact  the 
Control
 YMCA






















 Oct. 24 
GARAGE SALE: N. woman s coats. 
watermatress.







SKIS: Head Masters. Step-in
 bindings, 
215 cm Exc. cond $850, offer. 
P8,292-
2356 
after 8 PM 
HELP
 WANTED 
LOVE YOUR BOSS 
When you become
 a SHAKLEE dis-
tributor 
you
 are your own boss 
No quotas 
no risks! Every distributor has 
different goals & different approaches 
The fact that our natural products 
really  are the finest
 is reflected in 
our Out of Sight Sales Growth 
Please make comparisons. 






 SHORT HAIR 
OK 
JOHN & MARY








aeration  crews. 
Apply  in person 
Thurs.
 thru Fri 
1-5  PM 1659 
Scott Blvd., 









































and  Tues. 
Thurs.  
Sat . Sun 
1 00 prn to 
630 pm & 
16
 am to 
6 30 
pm








 Co. 358 
No. 
Montgomery











Fri 710 1230 








  VOLLEYBALL 
REFEREES-  Applications in the Student 
Activity 
Off ice C.0 
PART-TIME approx.
 9-12 hrs. wk (eve) 
Chinese student work in 
small  Chinese 
take out rest, need car. pref. Goo $1.65 
start
 
& tips. 377-4830 11-2 
PART-TIME
 HELP WANTED for
 
Democratic 
party.  243-1720. 
EVERYBODY wants to 
know
 something. 
Let the Spartan Daily's 
weekly  Campus 
S.0 




18 yrs. & up. 




 Must be 
available by 
12 noon daily Generous
 
training
 allowance to start. Call Al Ben-
son 289-1091 
FRIDAY  FLICK "Le Mans" 
Starring  Steve 
McQueen  7 & 10 PM Friday Oct. 27 
in 
Morns Dailey Aud Adm. 504. 
"STUDENT to 
districule
 computer dating 
forms. 5300-$600/rno. 
Write Box 508, 
Boulder,
 Colo. 80302. 
STUDENTS earn 














Invest.,  collections. or del. 
nec. It's easy
 to earn even higher income
 
Over 50% of our students average more 
than 
$100/week last year You must have 
a valid drivers license,  insurance, good 
running  car Working hours are 3-9 
PM 
and 
8.30 AM - 0.30 PM Set. Call now 
289-
1091





















 double $65.. 
triple $55011 
Safe and quiet 
FOR RENT 
VERY Ige 1 13/ R 
Apti 
Porn, Lew carpets. 
Swim 
pool.

















































































 HOUSE, 2 bdrme
 
$210 for
 2 or $240 for 4 
Rawl St. neer S 
10111 















RUNT,  celery 
for  college 
girl
 Shr 2 
bd. 
2 bth apt re&
 help 
working












ROOM  6 
BOARD
 to  girl  










Cali  Robert 
Hell  at 
298-3208









house  with 'amain exchange tor 
12 hours 
maintenance  work per week in 
Saratoga Phone 
364-8178  
LARGE 2 BEDROOM 









 only 135(rno 








 NEEDS 2 
AMTS,  M F. or 
couple share rm f treplace. Pecs yd. 3BR, 
B.B O.. sun -room.





 1 bdrm., turn, 
apts Water. garbage. 
parking
 free Hal 
laundry 
taCil. 2 Wks. from Sall. 
Reasoneble rates 299-7894.  
2 ROOMS
 IN HOUSE on 5 acres 
EASTSIDE $75/ino  util, women. non-
smoker.
 infant OK, couples 
accept  $150 
for
 both rooms 
236-0406  
LARGE APTS,  FOR RENT. 2 bedroom. 2 
bath, 
furnished pats $160 See at 5080 
11th St 
or phone 289-8045 
GIRLS!
 510 I ratio guys to girls, 3 bdrm. 
large,
 clean 
$225-5240.  8950. 111h,  275-
1974. 
NICE FURNISHED HOUSE, 2 
bdrms.  
$210 for 2 or $240 ford.Reed St near S. 
10th St. 246-3032.
 
APT. FOR RENT 1 bdr . 
furnished  $130 
Call 






 rent 180 
So.
 12th




QUIET GIRL U.D. or Grad. Furn,  studio 
apt. Utilities paid, no garage. $95ffno 251 
So 
14111  St. 
FEJAALEto snare newly furnished 
room
 
in girls house One block from campus. 
Kit,
 pnv., washer, dryer, pow. retng. in 
room. $50irno. 441 S. 5th St. SEE KEYE 
IN ROOM 57 298-7687 or 297-4057 







620 So 1st St. SJ $130 
MARRIEDS 
ONLY 
1 bible, turn apt near campus.
 Quiet 
clean. Water & gas paid. No pets or 
Children.








 the campus. 




 apt, to sublet 
immediately
 across street from Duncan 
Hall of Science 408 S 5th St. 013 
CHOICE
 APARTMENTavelable to RES-
PONSIBLE tenants Faculty,  graduate, or 
senior students Tile bath. kitchen. etc. 





 365  near Echo 
Sum-
mit. sleeps 20.. fully furnished,
 fireplace. 





MALE  OR 
FEMALE(*)
 share  4
 bdrm. 2 be  
house 
with 2 grads -into 
Zen 
Kretrinamurti









Large 2 bdrm house 
656  S 
gin St Girls 
only  Call manager 
after 5 PM 
297-8309 or drop
 by at 674 5 9I6  
St
 N 1 
1 IIDRM APT,

















share apt. with 3 
others.
 
Mellow  atmosphere Non-smokers
 only 
Close to 
Campus $45 rent. 293-2083 
STUDIO,
 1 & 2 bedrooms
 unturnished 
$110
 to $135 Electric
 kitchen., pool. 
opts., drys.. water 
& garbage paid 923-
8085. 
FOR RENT 2 
bdrm turn & unturn,  
apts.  
w/pool.
 5135 to 
$160. Call 
294-1451  
betwn  1 & prn , 
or see st 555 
S.




RENT A TV 






















whits  elbum, 80 color prints of 
your choice. full set of 
slides. BRIDE 








an appointment to 
see our 
samples -then decide. Open 
every 




























CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT 
IN-
SURANCE SERVICE), WITH NINE 
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU. 





















 accurate and 
reasonable  
rates Call 
246-9710  after 6 30 PM 
masa-
dive 
TYPING -Thesis General Reports, 

























































 in primp 































































 Mexico. Official SOFA agent for 
inter -European student charter flights, 
including Middle East
 and Far East. 
Student ski
 fours
 European used can 









GREECE OR SPAINnext 
summer student 
memberships  in World 
Cultural Exchange, Inc P.0 
Box 6286, 







235 E. Santa 
Clara 
Street Rm. 513 























 or Ted 





























 your helpl 
Call Nicole 
247-3341  




about anything but 
were  afraid to 
ask  Ask Campus S.O.S. 
at 277-3151 and 
see 
it in the Daily. 
HURRY TL. THE   
BOOKSTORE before
 your friends buy up 
the 
stock Surprise sale Oct. 24. 
NUMEROLOGIST available for parties. 
etc Priv 




BEACH? Only 250 
miles  
left 01 155 1.100 
miles  of coast line in 
Calif. 
Vote Yes on 
Proposition 20 
Please.  it 
won't cost you a cent 
FRIDAY FLACKS "Le
 Mans" Stirring 






























Oct.  2nd, 
192
 





















 M- F 
Spartan
 
Daily
 
Sparlaa
 
Daily
 
